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ADVISORY TO EXPORTS OF MANGOES TO AUSTRALIA

As intimated earlier, export of mangoes to Australia post vapour heat treatment has commenced since 2011 mango season. Australia has agreed to import mangoes from pest free areas of Lucknow, Saharanpur and Barabanki regions in Uttar Pradesh. The mangoes can be treated at the Vapour Heat Treatment Facility (VHT) of Krishi Utpadan Mandi Samiti, Saharanpur.

In a recent consignment shipped to Australia despite mangoes having reached in good condition, the cartons (CFB boxes) were found to be non compliance with the requirements of DAFF as mentioned on the link http://www.daff.gov.au/aqis/import/icon-icd.

A copy of this document is attached for ready reference.

It is advised that all exporters must ensure that the packaging and other requirements of DAFF Australia are strictly adhered to.
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